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WHISKY FLIGHTS 
 
THE DALMORE TASTE         $32.00 

 

This is a collection of beautifully presented highland whisky’s bearing the iconic 12 point stag’s head. Experience the 

ages of this exceptional whisky. 

 

The Dalmore 12 

Benefiting from a longer than typical maturation. Flavours of marmalade and mocha complete this medium bodied 

whisky. 

 

The Dalmore 15  

Spending 15 years in matusalem, and Amoroso sherry butts; the palate indulges a winter spice. The nose picks up tones 

of chocolate, orange and fruitcake.   

      

The Dalmore 18 

A spiced fruit vanilla nose, flavours of chocolate raisins rolled in old sherry sprinkled with pepper, 

completes a long fruity finish.  

       

 

 

GLENMORANGIE TASTE        $24.00 

 

Using the tallest stills in Scotland, Glenmorangie distillery produces an exquisite purity of the single malt Scotch whisky. 

 

Astar 

Rich in toffee and crème brulee on the nose, this has a burst of mouth-watering pineapple, apricots and poached pears 

smothered with vanilla custard. 

 

Lasanta (sherry cask)  

Elegant but full bodied this has been extra maturation in sherry casks. This has warm spices and smooth chocolate 

raisins on the nose and a combination of orange segments, walnuts and butterscotch to taste. 

     

Glenmorangie Quinta Ruban (port cask) 

The darkest and most intense of the range, the Quinta smells of dark mint chocolate and tangerines. Mint chocolate 

and walnuts envelop the palate like velvet that creates a long lasting silky aftertaste. 

       

          

 

A TASTE OF SMOKE         $28.00 

 

Jura Prophecy 

Matured without chill filtration for a huge peaty punch, this complex whisky is aged in Limousine oak casks. A taste of 

peat smoke, fresh cinnamon and spicy sea spray 

 

Ardbeg Uigeadail 

Rich and weighty with heady and smoky aromatics, the taste is an intriguing balance between sweet, spicy and deep 

smoky flavours.  

 

Laphroaig 10 yrs 

In making Laphroaig, malted barley is dried over a peat fire which gives it the strong smokey aroma. Suprising 

sweetness, hints of salt and layers of peatiness with a lingering finish.  
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WHISKY FLIGHTS 
 

 

A TASTE OF SCOTLAND          $24.00 

 

Bunnahabhain 12yr (Islay) 

The nose offers a fresh and aromatic experience with subtle smoke floating through the air. The taste starts with a light 

fruit and nut appeal that leads to a spectacular malty sweetness.  

 

Balvenie 15yr single barrel (Speyside) 

Matured exclusively in a single European oak sherry butt, it has a rich combination of elegant oak and subtle spice on 

the nose. Smooth and complex with clear hints of dried fruit and spice overlaid with a gentle nuttiness. 

 

Dalwhinnie 15yrs (Highland) 

A big, crisp, dry and very aromatic nose with hints of heather and peat. Smooth, soft and lasting flavours of honey 

sweetness and vanilla followed by deeper citrus-fruit flavours and hints of malted bread. 

     

          

 
AN IRISH TASTE           $15.00 

 
Connemara  

Aromas of sweet apple sauce with a touch of fresh cut grass and taste of campfire smoke with banana and toffee, 

which then leaves a long warming smoke to finish 

Tyrconnell 

Fresh gardenia and summer jasmine coupled with green apples on the nose with soft and creamy malt with a hint of 

honey and butter. Leaves a long and buttery finish 

Bushmill – Black Bush 

Matured in former Oloroso Sherry casks, this unique recipe gives it rich, fruity notes and a deep intense character. It is 

balanced by an incredibly unique smoothness and is best enjoyed neat, or over ice 

 

          

 
 


